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POROUS SETS AND NULL SETS
FOR ELLIPTIC HARMONIC MEASURES

JANG-MEI WU

Abstract. We give a genuinely n-dimensional construction of uniformly el-

liptic operators L in M" (of divergence form, and of nondivergence form),

which have positive .L-harmonic measures on a class of porous sets on dW\_

with zero surface measure. The porosity condition given is sharp. The earlier

methods were all two dimensional.

0. Introduction

In a sequence of papers ([1], [6], [11], and [12]) Modica, Mortola, Salsa,

Caffarelli, Fabes, Kenig, and Barcelo have constructed elliptic operators of the

forms (0.3), (0.4), or (0.5) below, with coefficients continuous in R" , so that

the corresponding L-harmonic measures on <9R" are singular with respect to

the surface measure a. In all four examples, first an operator Lx„_,,x„ is

constructed on the half-plane {(x„_i, xn): x„ > 0} , and then extended to R"

by adding the Laplacian of the other (n - 2) variables to become an operator
in W+

n-2   q2

(o.i) £^2+^-,*n;

and the corresponding L-harmonic measure is supported on a set of the form

(0.2) R"-2x£'x{0} = {x:x„_1 e£,x„ = 0}

for some E c R of zero length.
The techniques used by these authors are highly two dimensional. Therefore

it is desirable to find a different approach which shall produce sets on dM.\ more

general than (0.2), that have zero surface measure and positive L-harmonic

measures for some L on W+ .

In this note, we succeed in finding a class of porous sets on <9R" which

are perfect sets, can be described geometrically, and have all the properties

mentioned above. The corresponding operators also cannot be built from any

two dimensional operators in any obvious way. Moreover the porosity condition

given is sharp.
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The uniformly elliptic operators to be considered are

<°-3> l=P=MAi,m^)
with bounded measurable coefficients in H = RI; or

<a4» l'£a»^^
1,7=1 ;

with bounded continuous coefficients in H. Here, (Ajj) is symmetric and

satisfies
n

X\i\2 < X(x)\c;\2 < J2 Au(x)Uj < A(x)\i\2 < X\£\2
1,7=1

for all x £ H, I; £W , and some positive constants A and X.

Solutions of Lu = 0 are understood to be in the weak sense when L is in the

divergence form (0.3), and in the strong sense when L is in the nondivergence

form (0.4) ([9]). In view of the maximum principle, and the existence and the

uniqueness of the solution for the Dirichlet problem ([7], [9]) there exists a

unique positive Borel measure co\ on dH so that, for any g £ C(dH),

"(■*)= /    g(y)dcoxL(y)
JdH

is the solution of Lu — 0 in H, which is continuous on H and satisfies

u\dH = g. And coL is called the L-harmonic measure at x .

The operators considered by Barcelo are in the form:

<°-5» L=£*><*>^ + 2><*)£
l,J=l J        1=1

where (Aif) is symmetric, uniformly elliptic, and continuous in H, and (Bj)

satisfies additional conditions involving the modulus of continuity of (Ajj) in
the normal direction ([1], [2]).

Examples in [1] and [6] are based on a well-known theorem of Beurling and

Ahlfors [4].

Theorem A. There exists a K-quasiconformal mapping of the upper half-plane

R+ onto itself with the boundary correspondence x —> h(x) if and only if h is

strictly increasing, h(-oo, oo) = (-00, 00), and

(0.6) -<i{<\+tl;h{x\<p
v     ' p - h(x) -h(x-t) ~H

for some p > 1 and all real x and t. Moreover p determines a possible value

of K and vice versa.

Let h be a singular function on R1 which satisfies (0.6) and / a quasicon-

formal extension of h onto M+ . Composition of / with the Laplacian induces

an operator L in R2, of divergence form (0.3), whose L-harmonic measure is

singular with respect to the length. An operator in H whose harmonic measure

is supported on a set of the form (0.2) is obtained by adding the Laplacian of

the other (n - 2) variables. This is the basic idea in [1] and [6].
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The ft-dimensional version of Theorem A ([5], [13]) states that a homeo-

morphism h on R"_1 is the boundary correspondence of a AT-quasiconformal

mapping from W[ onto R" (n > 3) if and only if h itself is a quasiconformal

mapping on R"-1. However, every quasiconformal mapping in Rm (m > 2)

maps sets of Lebesgue measure zero to sets of Lebesgue measure zero. More-

over, the pullback of the Laplacian under a quasiconformal mapping in R",
n > 3 , need not be uniformly elliptic. Therefore the method by quasiconfor-

mal mappings fails in R" when n > 3.

The methods by Riesz products in [11] and [12] can conceivably be gener-

alized to R" to obtain (n - 1 )-dimensional sets on dH general than (0.2),

which have zero er-measure and positive L-harmonic measures for some L.

Nonetheless the sets so obtained are dense and cannot be described geometri-

cally.
Note that a homeomorphism h on R1 satisfies (0.6) if and only if the mea-

sure induced by h has the doubling property; and recall that col -measures on

dH have the doubling property ([3], [7]).
Our approach is based on the relation between the porosity and the null sets

of doubling measures ([15]).

Given {ak}, 0 < ak < 1, a set F C Rm is called {ak}-porous if there

exists a sequence of coverings % = {hj} of F by cubes with mutually disjoint

interiors, so that for every k > ko, each hj\F contains a cube Jkj of side

length l(JkJ)>akl(IkJ), and that U^+l4+i,/ is contained in \JWk(Ikj\Jk,j)

and supj l(h,j) -> 0 as k —► oo.
Note that an {a^J-porous set has zero w-dimensional measure when J2ak" =

oo . The Cantor ternary set on R is {j}-porous.

The following theorem is proved in [15].

Theorem B. Let m > 1 and 0 < ak < ^ . //

CO

J2<XkK = 00    for all K> I,
i

and S c W" is {ak}-porous, then S is a null set for all doubling measures on

Rm . If ak is nonincreasing and satisfies
oo

y^ a^K < oo    for some K > 1,
l

then there exists an {ak}-porous set which carries a positive measure for some
doubling measure on Rm .

The analogous porosity and cu£,-null set relation holds, despite the fact that

not all doubling measures are L-harmonic measures.

Theorem 1. Let n>2 and 0 < ak < -rg . If

oo

Y,<x(rl)K =    oo for all K> l,
l

and S c dH is an {ak}-porous set in R"_1, then S is co^-nullfor all uniformly

elliptic operators (0.3) and (0.4) on H.

This follows from Theorem B and the doubling property of col ■
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The condition in Theorem 1 is sharp. Suppose that an is decreasing and that

Sr ak"~X)K < °° f°r some K > 1. By Theorem B, there exists an {afc}-porous

set £ on I1 which carries a positive p measure for some doubling measure

p on R1 . Thus R"~2 x E x {0} has positive col -measure for the divergence

operator L = YH~2 g^ + £*„_, ,x„ in R+ ; here Lx„_, ,Xn is the pullback of the

Laplacian under a two-dimensional quasiconformal mapping extension of p .

The purpose of this paper is to produce examples much more general than

R"-2 x E x {0} .

Given {ak}, 0 < ak < 1, and positive integers {Mk}, we say a set S C W" is

in the class Fl({ak}, {Mk}) if it can be constructed as follows. Let <^k = {h,j}
be a finite collection of closed cubes in W" , with edges parallel to the coordinate

axes, having mutually disjoint interiors and nearly common side lengths: 1 <

l(IUj) < 10, and

k-\ k-l

(0.7) f[af </(/*,,■)< ion*?'»      k>i.
1 1

Denote [j<g I by Sk, and require further that Sk+X is obtained from Sk by

deleting the center a™ portion of each I £ Wk :

Sk+l=Sk\[J{(akI)°:l€<gk},        k>l,

where akl is the cube parallel and concentric to I of side length akl(I), and

(akI)° denotes its interior. And S = P|i° Sk ■
Note that sets in this class are {o^} -porous and have some similarity to the

Cantor sets. The fact that cubes in 9* are allowed to have different sizes enables

us to produce many interesting sets. See §4.

Theorem 2. Let n>2, and 0 < ak < yg be a decreasing sequence satisfying

CO

(0.8) ^4"_1)^<oo    for some K> 1.
l

Then on  R"~x, any set in the class Fi({ak}, {Mk})  carries a positive coL-

measure for some operator (0.3) (and some operator (0.4)) provided that Mk

are all larger than a constant M(n, K). Moreover, the ellipticity ratio A/A of

this operator has an upper bound C(n, K) which approaches 1 as K —* 1.

Theorem 3. Let n>2, and {ak} and {Kk} be two decreasing sequences with

0 < ak < yg , lima,t = 0, Kk > 1, and limA^. = 1. Assume further that

(0.9) EQr'=^   T,<*{ri)Kt < °°-

Then on R""1, any set in the class Fl{(ak}, {Mk}) carries a positive coL-

measure for some operator (0.3) (and an operator (0.4)) provided that Mk

are all larger than a constant M(n). Moreover, the coefficients (At](x)) can be

chosen to be continuous on H, with \\AiJ(x)-Sij\\00 —> 0 uniformly as x —> dH,
and the ellipticity parameters satisfy A(x)/X(x) —> 1 uniformly as x —> dH.

Furthermore, we prove in §4 the following.
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Theorem 4. Assume that 0 < ak < yg is decreasing, ^2a£~x = oo and that

(0.8) or (0.9) is satisfied. Then there are {ctk}-porous sets on dH which meet

"every" (n - 2)-dimensional hyperplane {x: x„ = 0, Xj• = a}, 1 < j < n - 1

and a 6 R, on a set of zero (n - 2)-dimensional measure, but carry a positive

coi-measure for some operator (0.3) (or some operator (0.4)). As before the

ellipticity parameters of L can be chosen to depend on n and K onlyjn the

case (0.8), and the coefficients of L can be chosen to be continuous on H with

ellipticity A(x)/X(x) —► 1 uniformly as x -» dH in the case (0.9).

The author is indebted to J. Heinonen and M. Zinsmeister for pointing out
an earlier error in the construction of the operator Lx in §2. An alternative

construction of Lx based on a suggestion of Heinonen is given at the end of

that section.

1. Preliminaries

Let L be an operator in the form (0.3) or (0.4). We refer the reader to [3],

[7], [8], and [9], for the maximum principle, the existence and uniqueness of

the Dirichlet problem in certain domains, and the lemmas listed below.

Denote by coL(E, D) the bounded solution of L = 0 in a domain D with

boundary value 1 on E C dD and 0 on dD\E, if indeed it exists uniquely. For

the half-space H, this solution coL(E, H) agrees with the previously defined

L-harmonic measure coL(E).

Denote by B(y, r) = {x: |x - y| < r} , and A(y, r) = B(y ,r)C\dH. De-
note by C and c positive constants which depend only on the quantities in

parentheses, and whose values may vary from line to line.

Lemma 1. There exists C(n, A/X) > 0 so that

(1.1) coxL(A(0, p),HC\B(0, p))>C(n,A/X)    for all x £ HnB(0, p/2).

Lemma 2 (Harnack Principle). There exists C(n, A/X) > 0 so that if u is a

positive solution of L = 0 in B(x, 2r), then

(1.2) sup u < C(n, A/X)  inf u.
B(x , r) B(x , r)

Lemma 3 (Doubling Property). Let y £ dH and p > 0. Then

coxL(A(y , 2p), H) < C(n , A/X)coxL(A(y ,p),H)

for all x £ H\B(y, 4p).

Lemma 4. There exist constants p = ft(n, A/X) and y = y(n,A/X), 0 <

P, y < 1, so that if x £ H and \x\ > 2p > 0, then

(1-3) coxL(A(0,p),H)<^   ;

and if x £ H and \x\ < p/2, then

(1.4) coxL(dB(0,p)nH,B(0,p)nH)< 0^\  .

Moreover, B(n, A/X) may be chosen to be a decreasing function of A/X.

The estimate (1.3) follows from the doubling property, and the inequality

(1.4) is obtained by iterating (1.1).
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Lemma 5 (Boundary Harnack Principle). Let u and v be two positive solutions

of L = 0 in B(0, R)nH which vanish continuously on A(0, R). Then

xu((0,...,0,R/2))      u(x) u((0,...,0,R/2))
C{n> A/A)    v((0,... , 0, R/2)) * v(x) £ C{n'A^v((0,...,0,R/2))

for all x£B(0,R/2)HH.

2. Operators in divergence form

In this section, we prove Theorems 2 and 3 in the divergence case.

Let r = |x| for x £ R" , A be the Laplace's operator, and d be the Beltrami

operator in the spherical coordinates. Then

A=£-2+(n-l)r-x§-r+r-2S.

Let b > 0, and

l.-£ + <»-nr-'£ + *r*A

Rewrite the operator to obtain

Lx = bA-(b-l)^-(b- l)(n - l)r-x-jL

-(b-l)(n-l)\x\~x^Xi\x\-x^.

This operator can also be expressed in the divergence form:

where

Aij(x) - bSjj - (b - l)x,-Xy|x|~2,

and djj = 1  if i = j, and =0 if i ^ j.   The coefficient matrix A(x) is
symmetric and has eigenvalues 1, b, b, ... , b .

Differentiation indicates that   \x\~n+2, (-log|x|, n   =   2), xn\x\~d ,  and

x„|x|-d' are solutions of Lx = 0 in R"\{0} , where

(2.1) d = (n + (n2 + 4(n - l)(b - l))1/2)/2,

and

d' = (n- (n2 + 4(n - l)(b - l))1/2)/2.

And they are the Green function with pole at 0 for R" , and the kernel functions

on H with poles at 0 and oo respectively.

We shall give the harmonic measure estimate which leads to our construction.

It is important to note that d > n when b > 1.
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Proposition 1. Let D = HnB(0, R), x € D, 0 < p<R. Then

(2.2) a>l{A(0,p),D)<C(n,b)(j^      .

Proof. We assume, as we may, that 0 < p < |x|/4. Let u(x) = xn\x\~d, and

T — Txl)T2 where

Tx = {x: x2 + x2 + ■ ■ ■ + x2_! = 4p2, 0 < xn < p},

and
T2 = {x: x2 + x2 + ■ ■ ■ + x2_x < 4p2, x„ = p}.

We claim that

coxLl(A(0, p),D)<c(n,b)pd-xu(x)    on T.

This is clear for x £ T2. Let x £ Tx and x = (xx, ... , x„_i, p). In view

of Lemma 1, the boundary Harnack principle and the Harnack principle, we

have

<(A(0,/>))     coxLi(A(0,p),D)     col-°>rt(A(0,p),D)

u(x) u(x) u((0,...,0,p)) P      '

by = we mean the ratio of two sides is bounded above and below by some

positive constants depending on n and b only.

Finally (2.2) follows from the claim and the maximum principle.

Remark 1. If n > 3 and L is a divergence operator (0.3) in H, then

tu^0'-'0'1)(A(0,/?),i/)<C(«,A/A)^-2,        0<p< 1.

This follows from the fact that the Green function Gx(x, y) is asymptotic to

|jc — y|2—" near the pole x for every divergence operator (0.3) ([10]).

The operator Lx shows that the exponent n - 2 in the harmonic measure

estimation is sharp, and that an analogous lower estimate for all operators (0.3)

does not exist. In fact, the Lx-harmonic measure of A(0, p) is comparable to
pd~x, with d given in (2.1):

c(n,b)pd~x < co{l' ■'°'1](A(0, p), H) < C(n, b)pd~x,        0 < p < I.

The upper estimate is (2,2) when R —> oo; the lower estimate follows easily

from (1.1) and the maximum principle. Note from (2.1) that d - 1 > n - 2,
and that d - 1 approaches n - 2 as b —> 0+ , and it approaches oo as i-»oo.

Assume, from now on, that b > 1 ; thus d > n and Lx repels a stochastic

process from the origin. We shall place translates of Lx in a sequence of
hemispheres accumulating on dH.

Let S C dH be a set in the class Fl({c<k}, {Mk}) with {Mk} to be specified
later, ^ = {hj} be the cubes associated with S in its construction. We shall
construct an operator L2 so that

,,(0,...,0,1)/      j      \^ni„     i^   {n-\)K,IS>.0,1)/,-      s
«L2 (akhj) < C(n, K)a\        co"Li >(IkJ)

for sufficiently large k 's.
Let

A:

(2.3) ^rK^       (l<*<oo)
i
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and recall that

lk-i<l(hj)<lOlk-i.

Denote by Yk the collection of centers of cubes in Wk , and

Zk = {(y,lk):yeYk}.

To each w £ Zk , we define

p(w) = B(w , /fc_i/4) n {x: x„ > lk} ,

and

q(w) = B(w , lk-X/3) n \x: xn > —lk l.

Let b(x) be a function smooth in H, 1 < 6(x) < 6, and

(2 4) &(*) = {*'     0n^U.eZt^),

Define in 77,

' 6(x)f5,7 - (ft(x) - l)(x,- - Wi)(Xj - Wj)\x - w\~2,

(2.5) 4y(jc) = < if x e Q(w)\{^} for some w £Zk(k>l),

. r5/7 , if x g (//\ U Uwez, 9(w)) U\JkZk,

and

^W = E^;(^W^;).
1,7 J

In each p(to), L2 is a translate of Lx , thus a translated version of Propo-

sition 1 holds for L2 in p(w). Clearly A(x) is smooth in H\\JkZk, and it
satisfies

\Z\2<YlA>j(x)$.$j<b\Z\2
and

\\Au(x) - SijWn < b - 1

for all x e H and <* £ R".
To each w £ Zk , define

t(w) = B(w, I0y/naklk-\)n{x: xn = lk},

and note that t(w) Qp'w) if k is sufficiently large.

For a set n in H, denote by i/ = {(xi, x2, ... , x„_i ,0):(xx,x2,..., x„) £

rj} its projection onto dH; for a half-ball ?/ in H, denote by fj the spherical

part of the boundary of n .

We now given the main estimation in the proof.

Lemma 6. Let /J = B(n, b) and y = y(n, b) be the constants chosen in Lemma

4, and let 0 < x < 1, Hk = {x: x„ > lk}, and w £ Zk . Then

(2.6) coxLi(t(w),Hk)<c(n,b)aiki-x){d-,)+xfi,        x £ Hk\p(w),

provided that k > C(n , x, b, {ak}).

Proof. Let s(w) = B(w, a£4-i) n {x: x„ > lk}. Consider only large k 's with

ak < min{«~', 4~xlx}; thus t(w) C s(w) c p(w). It suffices to verify (2.6) for

x £ p(w) only. Denote cof   by cox for simplicity.
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Given x £ p(w), it follows from the maximum principle that

cox(t(w), Hk) < cox(s(w), Hk\s{w)) sup a?it(w), Hk).
yes{w)

From (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), and the maximum principle, it follows that

wx(s(w), Hk\s(w)) < C(n, b)axkp     for x £ p(w);

from (1.4) and Proposition 1, it follows that for y 6 s(w),

coy(t(w),Hk)<coy(t(w),p(w)) + coy(p(w),p(w)) sup cox(t(w),Hk)
v€p{w)

<C(n,b)\(^)      +(a\y  sup  cox(t(w),Hk)\.
{ \    ak     / x€P{w) J

For sufficiently large k 's satisfying C(n, b)ofky < j in (2.7), we obtain (2.6).

An estimation similar to (2.6) holds for the projection of t(w) on dH pro-

vided that k is sufficiently large.

Lemma 7. Let 0 < x < 1, w £Zk, and

r(w)=p(w)ulx:  i^2(xJ-wj)2J      =4-i/4,0<x„<4|.

Then

(2.8) coxLl(t(w)) < C(n , b){a[l~T){d-1)+Tfl + a[Mk-1)y}

for x £ r(w), provided that k > C(n, b, x, {ak}).

Proof. Again let cox = coxL . If x e r(w)\p(w), then x„ < 4 and dist(x, jt(w))

> |4-i • Thus by (1.4), (2.8), and the maximum principle, we obtain

cox(U(w)\<C(n,b)a^y.

If x £ p(w), then for sufficiently large k,

cox (\i(w)) < cox(t(x), Hk) +     sup     ojy (\i(w))
\z ) y€dHk\t{w) \z )

< C(n,b)akl-^d-l)^ + C(n,b)a[M^)y.

The last estimate follows from (1.4) and the facts that dist(y, \t(w)) > \aklk_x

and y„ = lk = afklk_x for y £ dHk\t(w). Finally, (2.8) follows from the
doubling property of L2 .

To complete the proof of Theorem 2, we need to choose b and Mk depend-

ing on n and K only so that

(I - x)(d - 1) > (n - l)K    and    (Mk - l)y > (n - l)K

and that
b-+l+    asK^l+.

The second requirement allows L2 to approach A as K —> 1 . For this purpose

we may choose b = 1 + 4(n - l)(K4 - 1), x = I - K~x , and y = y(n, b), and
let

(2.9) Mk > 3 + nKy~x.
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More efficient choices of these constants would depend strongly on good esti-

mates of fi(n, A/X) and y(n, A/n) in Lemma 4, which have not been obtained.

For each w £ Zk , let w = (wx, w2, ... , w„-X, 0), I(w) be the (n - 1)-
dimensional cube in Wk centered at w , and J(w) = akI(w).

Lemma 8. Let P = (0, 0, ... , 0, 1) and w £ Zk . Then

(2.10) copLl(J(w))lcopL2(I(w)) < C(n,K)a["-l)K,

provided that k > C(n, K, {ak}).

Proof. Recall from (0.7) that l(J(w)) = akl(I(w)) < I0aklk-i ■   Therefore
J(w) c t(w), and it follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that for sufficiently large k,

coxLl(J(w)) < C(n, K)a["-1)K,        x £ r(w).

Also from (1.1) and (1.2) it follows that

coxLi(I(w))>C(n,K),        x£r(w).

Thus (2.10) follows from the maximum principle.

From (2.10), the construction of S and the hypothesis Yjakn~^K < co, it

follows that for a sufficiently large &o,

<($)>< (u^)\ U UJ(wn U(l-c(n>Vak~l)K)>0-
\Z| k=\   1k j k>kc

This completes the proof of Theorem 2 for the divergence case.

Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume that ak and Kk satisfy, in addition to

(0.9), that

(2.11) a£*~'->0     as k ^ oo.

In fact, there exists a positive sequence {e^} , lime^ = 0, such that lime^ loga^

= -oo . Replacing Kk by Kk + ek if necessary, we obtain (2.11).
Let y = y(n, 4) be the constant in Lemma 4,

bk=l+4(n-l)(K4k-l),

and

(2.12) Mk>3 + 2ny-[.

Let S be a set on dH in the class U({ak}, {Mk}), and retain all notations

ffk = {Ikj} , lk, Zk, Hk, p(w), t(w), r(w), I(w), and J(w) associated with
■S from the proof of Theorem 2.

In place of (2.4), choose a new b(x), smooth in H, continuous on H and

satisfying

l<b(x)<bk     on{x:lk/2<x„<lk-X/2},

and

{ bk,    on \JweZkp(w) (k>l),

W     \l,      onH\[Jk{JweZkq(w).
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Let A(x) be the coefficient matrix (2.5) associated with this new b(x), and

L3 = Y, 'ix(Aii(x)-^-.) be the corresponding divergence operator. As before, in

{x:lk/2<xk <lk-\/2},

|^|2<E^7W^7<^KI2

and

P«7W-^lloo_<^-l-

Note also that Aij(x) are continuous in H except at \Jk Zk .

Lemma 9. If k is sufficiently large and w £ Zk then

(2.13) coxLy(t(w), Hk) < C(n)a[n-l)Kk,        x £ Hk\p(w).

Proof. Fix k , let x = 1 - Kkx, and follow the proof of Lemma 6. We deduce

from (2.12) that for x £ p(w) and sufficiently large k ,

wxLi(t(w),Hk)<C(n)\akn-x)Kk+af-Kk~X)  sup  cox(t(x), Hk)\ .
y x€p{w) j

In view of (2.11), C(n)ak      k    —> 0 as k —> oo, whence (2.13) follows.

Lemma 10. Let P = (0,0, ... ,0,1), w £Zk, and r(w), I(w), and J(w)
be the sets defined in Lemmas 1 and 8 associated with the current choices of

Mk 's. Then for large k,

coxL3(t(w)) < C(n)akn~l)Kk,        x £ r(w),

and
col(J(w))/col(I(w)) < C(n)a[n-X)Kk.

Proof follows from that of Lemmas 7 and 8 with x = I - Kkx .

Thus, we may conclude from the hypothesis (0.9) and the construction of S

that S has zero a-measure and positive L3-harmonic measure.

All assertions in. Theorem 3 are now fulfilled, except that (Ajj(x)) are still

discontinuous at \JkZk . Modify (Atj(x)) near each w £ Zk so that in each
q(w),

Au(x) = b(x)6jj - ak(\x - w\)(b(x) - l)(x,- - w,-)(X; - Wj)\x - w\~2,

for some continuous ak(p) on [0, 1], with 0 < ak(p) < 1, a^(0) = 0, and

ak(p) = 1 for p > pk > 0. This change of coefficients will affect the above
harmonic measure estimations by at most a multiplicative constant, provided

that Pk < otklk-i ■ This completes the proof of Theorem 3 for divergence

operators.

We now give an alternative construction of Lx following a suggestion of J.

Heinonen.

For x £ R" , denote (x„_i, x„) by z. Let 4> be the quasiconformal map-

ping on R2 defined by

<D(z) = z|z|1'       (y>0).

Let a(z) = (<P'(z)r)-'|det<I>,(z)|(<D,(z))-1 ,

L°=   E   ^(^z))<5x-
1,7=1-1
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and

7 r        V-2   d2
^=^0 + E^2-

It is easy to check that the ratio of ellipticity parameters is bounded above and
below by 1 + y and 1. In place of (2.2), we have

Proposition 1'. Let D = Hf\ 5(0, R),x£D,0<p<R. Then

wxz(A(0, p),D)<C(n,y)(j^j

Proof. Assume as before that 0 < p < \x\/4. It follows from Theorem 1.1 in
[7] and the Harnack Principle that

cof (A(0, p),D)< C(n, y)4°.°'W)(A(0, p), D)
i-i L,

<C(n,y)co{-2.°>^(A(0,p),R"+)

<C(«,7)4°.0Axn(T(p),R"+)

where T(p) = {(xi, x2, ... , x„_i, 0): |x„_i| < p}. Note that if L0u = 0 and

u(x) = w(x„_i, x„) then ii is a solution of Lx =0. Therefore

«g.°'M)(T(p),R"+) = col>^(I(p),R2+)

where I(p) = {(x„_i, 0): |x„_i| < p} . In R2, it is known that

col^d(p), R2) = e<7*(0'W,(/(l<J>(0, p)|), R*)

<rmo,p)\   r(_p_\l+y
- mo,\x\)\   ^\\x\)   •

This completes the proof of Proposition 1'. And Lx may be used in place

of Li in constructing L2 and the porous sets.

3. Operators in nondivergence form

Let b > 0, and

L4 = ^2+b(n-l)r-x-fr+br-2S.

Then |x|-*("-"+1   (-log|x|, if b(n - 1) = 1), x^x!"^"-1)-1, and x„ are
solutions of L4 = 0 in R"\{0} . Rewrite the operator to obtain

I I 1,7 J

The coefficient matrix (Atj(x)) is symmetric and has eigenvalues 1, b, b, ... ,

Proposition 2. Lef D = HnB(0,R),x£D,0<p<R. Then

(3.1) ft>£4(A(0,/>),D)<C(«,6)(^J
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Proof. Instead of applying the boundary Harnack Principle as in Proposition

1, we give a conceptually simpler proof based on an auxiliary function v(x).

We assume, as we may, that 0 < p < |x|/4. Let u(x) = x„|x|~6("_1)_1, and

T = Tx U T2 where Tx = {x: xf + x\ + ■ ■ ■ + x2_, = 4p2, 0 < xn < p} and

T2 = {x: x2 + xf + • • • + x2_! < 4p2, x„ = p} . We claim that

(3.2) ojfA(A(0, p),D)< C(n, b)pb(n~X)u(x)    on T.

Fix a point a on dH with a2 H-(- a2_, = 4p2, and define as in [3, p. 159],

v(x) = i _ (_el_^
\(xx - ax)2 + (x2 - a2)2 + ■■■ + (x„_i - an-x)2 + (xn + p)2)

Following Bauman [3], we deduce that L4i> < 0 in H and that

(3.3) 4-nbnbp~x <P~< 4nbp~x
oxn

at points x = (ax, a2, ... , a„-X, x„) with 0 < x„ < p. We note that v > 0

on B(a, p) n H and v > 1 - 2~nb on dB(a, p) n H. From (3.3) and the
maximum principle it follows that for 0 < x„ < p,

<"fl2.a-"Xn)(A(0, p),D)< (l-2-nb)-xv((ax, a2, ... , a„_,, x„))

<4«6(l-2-"*)-1^;

thus coxLt(A(0, p), D) < C(n,b)f on Tx.  Because m(x) > x„(3^-^t"-1)-1

on Li, (3.2) holds on Tx. It is easy to verify (3.2) on T2 .
Finally (3.1) follows from (3.2) and the maximum principle.

Remark 2. The kernel functions and the Green functions for a nondivergence

operator can grow differently from their counterparts for divergence operators
near the pole. We note from (3.1), (1.1), and the maximum principle that for
0<p< 1,

c(n, b)p{n-x)b < ft>£'",(M)(A(0, p),H)< C(n,b)p(n-Xxb,

and that (n - l)b may take any positive value. Moreover the exponent in

|x|~6("-1)+1, the Green function at 0 when b(n-l) ^ 1, may take any nonzero

value less than 1; in particular it may become positive for certain b 's.

This unconventional behavior of the Green function has been used in [14], to

construct large sets of vanishing capacity and small sets of positive capacity for
certain operators (0.4); and it is this asymptotic behavior of &>£,4(A(0, p), H)

that has motivated us to study the examples in this paper.

We shall follow the argument in §2; and put translates of L4 on a sequence
of hemispheres.

To prove Theorem 2 for nondivergence operators, let S be a set on dH in

the class H({ak}, {Mk}) with

Mk>3 + nKy(n,K2)~x.

As in §2, lk = nf afJ ', notations ffk , Hk , Zk , p(w), q(w), t(w), r(w), I(w),
and J(w) are also retained.
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Let {ek}, 0 < ek <g. aklk-X , be a sequence of numbers to be explained later;

and let b(x) be a function continuous on H, 1 < b(x) < K2 , and

(3 4) b(x) = lR2'    °" UUuez^MWu'.e*)),
\ 1,       on (H\ [jk [JweZk q(w)) U lj* Zk.

Define, in H,

(3.5)
' b(x)A - (b(x) - l)Eij(Xi - Wi)(Xj - Wj)\x - w\-2^-,

Ls(x) = < if x £ q(w), for some w £ Zk    (k > 1)

kA,     ifx£H\\Jk\JweZkq(w)

= ^Aij[x)d^c~-
i,j J

The introduction of B(w , ek) in (3.4) is to guarantee the continuity of coef-

ficients of Li, which is a serious matter for operators of nondivergence form.

Also the coefficients (Ajj(x)) satisfy

\\AU(X) - (JyHoo < b(X) - 1  < K2 - 1 ,

and the parameters of the ellipticity satisfy

(3.6) A(x)/A(x) = b(x) < K2.

Following the argument in §2 and replacing (2.2) by (3.1), we obtain the

analogue of (2.10) for L$:

copLs(J(w))/copLi(I(w)) < C(n,K)a[n~l)K.

Thus it follows from (0.8) that the set £ has positive co^-measure.

To prove Theorem 3 for nondivergence operators, we assume (0.9) and, as

before, that lim^oo akk~x = 0. Let S c dH be a set in Yl({ak}, {Mk}) with

Mk > 3 + 2ny(n, 4)~x . Let lk = F[kx afJ and 0 < ek < aklk-\ ■ Modify the

definition of b(x) so that

(tf2   on \JweZk(p(w)\B(w , ek))    (k>l),

[X)     \l      <mH\{\Jk[JweZkq(w))U\JkZk,

1 < b(x) < Kk on {x: 4/2 < x„ < 4-i/2} and that b(x) is continuous in H

(actually up to H). Let Le be the operator formulated as in (3.5) for the new

b(x) instead. Then (S, L(7) satisfies all the assertions in Theorem 3 provided

that {ek} are sufficiently small.

4. Remarks on the class II and the proof of Theorem 4

In defining n({afc}, {Mk}), if a more restricted condition,

k-l

(0.7)' l(h,j) = Uajfj'
1

is used instead of (0.7), then we obtain a subclass IT such that every set in IT

contains a set of the form

Ix x I2 x ■ ■ ■ x f_x x E x Ij+X x ■ ■■ x Im
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where Ik 's are intervals and E is a perfect set on R  (1 < j < m).

The more relaxed condition (0.7) allows the center of a cube in Wk+X to

be shifted to any place in Sk maintaining a distance \ F[l a;' away from

dSk ■ There are sets F in Fl({ak}, {Mk}) which meet at most countably many

hyperplanes {x}■■ = a} (I < j < m and a £R) at some relative interior points

of {xj = a} r\ F . Such examples will become apparent after a more complex
example is built for Theorem 4.

The fact that the center of a cube in §5t+i must maintain a certain distance

from dSk puts restraints on the properties of sets in n({c*fc}, {Mk}).

In Theorem 4, we repeatedly shift the cubes and modify the boundaries dSk .

The sets so obtained are no longer in any Yl({ak} , {Mk}) class.

Proof of Theorem 4. For simplicity, we consider only n = 3 , i.e., H = R\ and

dH = R2 ; and we only study the divergence operators with the assumption:

(4.1) EQic = 0°     anc*     EaJK < °° f°r some K > 1.

Examples for the remaining cases can be built similarly.

Replacing ak by a number at most twice its size we may assume that akx
are odd integers.

For x £ R2, a > 0, denote by I(x, a) the closed square with vertices

x, x + (a,0), x + (0, a), and x + (a, a); denote by Z all lattice points on

R2. Let lo = 1, 4 = II i aj' witn integers Mk to be specified later, and let

Wk = {I(lk_xz,lk_x):z£Z}       (l<fc<oo).

Note that each I £% is composed of exactly a^" Mk squares from Wk+x.

We call a line segment xx-agreeable if it has length lk for some k and its

projection onto the Xi-axis contains an interval of the form (jlk , (j + 1)4) for

some integer j. A square in R2 is called xx -agreeable if two of its sides are
X)-agreeable segments. Define x2-agreeable similarly.

Two squares are called practically disjoint if they have mutally disjoint inte-
riors.

For an odd integer k , we define a horizontal shift Wks of Wk as follows:

8* = {/(4-i(/ + M . j), 4-i): (i,7) 6 n ;

and for an even k , we define %ks to be a vertical shift of ^ :

g? = {/(/*_,(!, ; + iafc), 4-i): (i,7) e Z}.

Proposition 3. //A: is odd, any vertical line segment n of length akilk-X inter-

sects \J{akI: I £ Wks} on a set of length at least aklk_x ; in the case that n is the

union of akx many x2-agreeablesegments, the intersection contains a segment

of length aklk_x. If k is even, any horizontal line segment £, of length akxlk^x

intersects \J{akI: I £ Wks} on a set of length at least aklk_x ; in the case that

£ is the union of akx many xx-agreeable segments, the intersection contains a

segment of length aklk_x.

The following properties can be obtained by induction.
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Proposition 4. (1) If k is odd, squares in ^k are x2-agreeable, and if k is

even, squares in ^ks are xx-agreeable.

(2) Each square in Wks is the union of exactly ak2Mk practically disjoint

squares from Wk+X ; and each square in {akI: I £ %?ks} is composed of exactly

a- Mk+2 practically disjoint squares from Wk+X.

(3) For each I £^k , there exist V and I" £ Wks+l so that V is not contained

in I, I" is not contained in akI but I'M and I"r\akI have nonempty interiors.

Thus I and akI are not entirely composed of squares from ^k+x-

Let S?x = &{, 9{ = {axI: IeSty, Sx = R2, and Tx = [){I £ J[};

S?2 = {I £ ff{: I does not meet Tx},

9i = {a27: I £ &2} , S2 = [J{/ e S?i} , T2 = [){I £ 3ft ; and

S% = {le9g:ln(Tk_x |J(R2V4-i)) = 0},

¥k = {akI: l£<9i}, Sk = [){I £ S?k}, and Tk = \J{I £ ¥k} for all k > 3.
Let

oo

(4.2) S = f]Sk.
l

We claim that if

(4.3) a^k < ]rak+x     for each k > 1,

then S meets every horizontal line and every vertical line on a set of zero length.

Note from the construction that

(4.4) Sk n I IJ (jj{ajl: I £ %>/}) j = 0.

Let £ be any horizontal line, and consider any xx -agreeable line segment n
on £ of length 1. It follows from the assumption (4.3) and Proposition 3 that

n n (U{c*27: I £'&{}) consists of at least a2a~7Ml - 1 many segments of length

a2a^x each. They constitute a total length at least a\ - a2afl . Note from

(4.4) that n n S3 C ?7\(IJ{a27: 7 € W2S}); thus

l(nnS3)< l-a\ + a2a^.

Write n n S3 as union of disjoint Xi-agreeable intervals of length l2 = af'af2
each. Call such an interval x. It follows from the assumption (4.3) and Propo-

sition 3 again that x n (\J{a4I: I £ W4S}) consists of at least l(x)/(a4xh) - 1
many segments of length a4/3 each. These intervals have a total length at

least q4/(t) - a4/3 = (a\ - a4af%)l(x). Again, because of (4.4), l(x n 55) <

/(t)(1 - a\ + a4a^). Summing over all these x 's and applying (4.3), we may

conclude that

l(n n s5) = l(n n s3 n S5) < l(n n S3) - l(n n S3)(a24 - a4afJ)

<(l-a22+a2a^)(l-a2+a4a^)< (l - ^a\\ U-\<*l\-
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Continue by induction:

'fansa+1)<n(i-5«t)-

Because {ak} and {Sk} are monotone decreasing, it follows from (4.1) that
l(n n S) = 0, and thus l(£ n 5) = 0 for every horizontal line £ .

Similarly /(£ n 5) = 0 for every vertical line <!;. This verifies the claim.

Let b = 1+ 4(n - l)(K4 - 1), y = y(3, 6) be the constant chosen in Lemma

4, and assume that

(4.5) Mk >3 + nKy~x,        k>l.

Following step by step the construction of L2 in §2, we build a divergence

operator L-] in H, associated with the current selections of cubes Wk , hyper-

planes X3 = 4 , elevated centers Zk = {(y, lk): y center of a cube in Wk} , and

hemispheres p(w) of center w £ Zk and radius lk-X/4. Recall that the ratio
A/X of the ellipticity parameters depends on K and n = 3 only.

Recall also that P = (0, 0, 1), and denote corL by co for simplicity. Fol-

lowing the argument for (2.10), we deduce that

co(akI)lco(I)<Cx(K)a2K,        l£%s,

for all k > ko. Also it follows from the doubling property of co that there

exists a number 6, 0 < 6 < 1, depending only on K so that

co (^A < dco(I)

for any square I CdH. Let 8k = 6 for k < ko and

6k = min{0, Cx(K)a2kK} < 1,      for k > ko,

we have

(4.6) co(akI)/co(I) < 6k.

Note from the assumption (4.1) that £Z 6k < oo , and let

CO

i

It follows from the doubling property of co again that there exists a number
5 = S(K, e) < ygg , so that

(4.7) co((l + 3)1) < (I + e)co(I)

for any square I CdH.
Assume, in addition, that

oo

(4.8) E a7J <Sn~* min{af,c, ak+x}    for each k > 1;
fc+i

and note that (4.8) is a very weak assumption because {ak} is decreasing.

Before we proceed to prove co(S) > 0, we need to introduce more notations.

For each k , and j >k, let Tktk = Tk ,

Tk,j+\=\J{Ie%?+l:lnTkJ*0},
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and note that TkJ+x D TkJ . Let T'kj+X = TkJ+x\TkJ , and fk = \J°°=k TkJ .

In view of (4.7),

(4.9) fk c [j{(l+3)1: I £^k}c^fk;

from (4.8), (4.9), and the definitions of Tk and Tkj+X, it follows that {fk}

are mutually disjoint. Observe also that

k k

Sk+i - Sk\ (J Tiyk+X = Sk\ \j T^k+l,
i=i i=i

k-i

(4.10) R2\Sk C (J fj,
l

and
fc-i

(4.11) Tk C Sk C R2\ (J Tj.
l

Note from (4.6) and (4.11) that

co(Tk) < dkco(Sk) < Bk 11 - E u(Ti)) •

Consequently, co(Tx) < 6X ,

co(Tx) + co(T2) < co(Tx) + 62(1- co(Tx)) <dx+62(l- dx),

because d2 < 1 . Assume that £i_1 co(Tj) < 1 - n^'O - Qj)', then

k k—\ / fc—1 \ k

(4.i2)     Efi,(rv) = Ea,(rv) + 0*(1-Ew(r>)) <i-ri(i-^)
1 1 \ 1 / 1

because 8k < 1.
Because of (4.7) and (4.9), co(Tk) < (1 +e)co(Tk). Therefore, it follows from

(4.10) and (4.12) that

k-\ /        k-\ \

co(R2\Sk) < Ew(^) < (1+e) ( 1 - II^1 ~ ej)\ !

thus
(fc-i \ fc-i

i-n^1-^))=(l+e)II(1-^)-£

>(l+e)J](l-r7J)-e = e2>0.
i

From this it follows that co(S) > 0.
Clearly, S is {a^-porous.
The set 5" constructed in (4.2) has all the properties required in Theorem 4,

provided that Mk 's are chosen to satisfy (4.3), (4.5), and (4.8).
In closing, we mention a question of R. Kaufman. Does this set S meet

every Lipschitz arc on a set of zero length? If the answer is no, could one

construct a set which has this property in addition to all those in Theorem 4?
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